
The chronology of the one-year-long process of selection 
of judges of the Supreme Court 

On December 24, 2018, at a meeting of the High Council of Justice (thereinafter the “Council”), the Secretary of 
the Council, Giorgi Mikautadze, unexpectedly presented a controversial 10-person list of judicial candidates for 
the Supreme Court. The list was supported by 11 members of the Council and was forwarded to the Parliament on 
the same day. The candidates had been nominated behind closed doors, in an extremely non-transparent manner, 
unexpectedly and suspiciously quickly. The process was followed by broad political and public protest and severe 
criticism by the international community. Against the background of this opposition, the nominated candidates 
were compelled to withdraw their candidacies from the Parliament. 

After this, the Parliament started working on developing the criteria and procedures for the selection of candidates, 
although the process proceeded with significant shortcomings. The draft law submitted by the ruling party was 
evaluated by many independent actors involved in the process as tailored to the interests of the influential judges 
in the judiciary (so-called “clan”). Unfortunately, the Parliament failed to take account of remarks of local NGOs 
as well as of a considerable part of recommendations of the Venice Commission and the ODIHR. The process 
of staffing the Supreme Court with judges caused a tangible damage to the country’s reputation among her 
international partners and created an atmosphere of complete distrust in the process.       

Ultimately, on the basis of the legal framework that had been created, the Council submitted a list of 20 candidates 
to the Parliament, of which the Parliament elected 14 to the judicial office on December 12, 2019. The majority of 
the judges elected are believed to be implementing the interests of the clan of judges or those of the authorities. 
Besides, there are important questions regarding the qualifications of most of the elected candidates. 

In this document, TI Georgia and Georgian Democracy Initiative are presenting a full chronology of events related 
to the selection of judges. 
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New rules 

 ¢ On December 16, 2018, following the inauguration of the new President of Georgia, Salome Zurabishvili, a 
new wording of the Constitution of Georgia entered into force, which provides for certain changes with regard to 
the Supreme Court. Specifically:

 ● There will be no fewer than 28 judges in the Supreme Court (at that time, 11 judges were exercising their 
powers in the court of highest instance); 

 ● The High Council of Justice, instead of the President, will nominate candidates for membership of the Supreme 
Court to the Parliament;  

 ● Members of the Supreme Court will be elected for an indefinite term, instead of a 10-year term, and will serve 
until they reach the pension age.  

The Parliament of Georgia was unprepared for the entry into force of the new wording of the Constitution. In 
particular, the law which was supposed to lay down the criteria and procedures and on whose basis the High 
Council of Justice was to select candidates for the Supreme Court was in need of being refined. 

First nomination – unexpected and non-transparent process 

 ¢ On December 24, 2018, at a meeting of the High Council of Justice, the Secretary of the Council, Judge 
Giorgi Mikautadze, unexpectedly presented a 10-person list of candidates for the Supreme Court. It still remains 
unknown – and the Council also failed to provide a convincing explanation at that time – how the 10 candidates 
in the list were selected. For example, in one of his interviews, Judge Dimitri Gvritishvili, a member of the Council 
and the Chairperson of the Kutaisi Court of Appeals, failed to give a concrete answer about where and under what 
circumstances the list had been complied. He failed to provide the public even with minimum information on the 
process of compiling the 10-person list. Non-judge members of the Council, Nazi Janezashvili and Ana Dolidze, 
who made public statements about the foregoing and publicly criticized the Secretary of the Council, also didn’t 
have any information about the candidates. In addition to the fact that the list had been compiled behind closed 
doors and in a non-transparent manner, the names of the candidates included in the list caused a broad public 
protest.

The list included the following individuals:  

http://www.tabula.ge/ge/story/141580-saqartvelos-konstituciis-axali-redaqcia-dzalashi-shevida
https://reginfo.ge/politics/item/422-ra-zvlilebebi-shedis-saqartvelos-konstituziashi
https://www.facebook.com/tvpirveli/videos/2301061109904100/?v=2301061109904100
https://netgazeti.ge/news/331247/
http://hcoj.gov.ge/ge/iustitsiis-umaghlesma-sabchom-uzenaesi-sasamartlos-mosamartleta-kandidatebi-daasakhela/3368
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The absolute majority of the candidates in the 10-person list were leaders, members, or supporters of the 
influential group in the judiciary. At the same time, some of them were associated with recent high-profile and 
politically motivated cases and with the informal governance in the judiciary. And number one in the list was the 
most influential judge in the system, the Chairperson of the Tbilisi Court of Appeals, Mikheil Chinchaladze.

The list was supported by all members of the Council except three non-judge members (Irma Gelashvili, Nazi 
Janezashvili, and Ana Dolidze).

Soon this process was criticized severely by NGOs, critically-minded non-judge members of the Council, the 
Public Defender, and other professional groups. On the same day, 12 NGOs released a statement, expressing 
concern about the list submitted as a result of gross procedural violations and about the candidates included in 
the list. The NGOs called upon the Parliament not to support the nominated candidates and to immediately start 
working on legislative amendments that would limit the ability of influential judges in the judiciary to make 
arbitrary decisions. 

 ¢ On December 25, the Public Defender responded to the process, calling upon the Parliament to suspend 
the process of selection of members of the Supreme Court. Against the background of severe criticism, the 
then Chairperson of the Parliament, Irakli Kobakhidze, stated that the process would be suspended and the 
submitted list would be considered at the spring session, after the legislative body had developed relevant 
procedures and criteria for selection. 

 ¢ On December 27, the Coalition for an Independent and Transparent Judiciary called upon the Parliament to 
refuse to consider the list of candidates’ altogether and to adopt legislative amendments that would be in line 
with international practice. In the opinion of the Coalition, the process of selection was supposed to start anew 
only after the legislative amendments had been adopted. After this, the then Chairperson of the Parliament, Irakli 
Kobakhidze, stated that the list of judges would be renewed.  

Internal confrontation within the parliamentary majority   
 ¢ On December 27, the then Chairperson of the Legal Issues Committee of the Parliament, Eka Beselia, made 

a statement about resignation, though she filed an official statement later, on December 31. She explained that 
by resigning from her position she had stopped the process of examination of judicial candidates for the 
Supreme Court in the Parliament. Before Eka Beselia, Vano Zardiashvili had resigned from the position of the 
Deputy Chairperson of the Legal Issues Committee of the Parliament. Vano Zardiashvili has been considered as a 
liaison between the influential judges in the Council and the authorities for years now. He is a close friend of the 
most influential judge, Mikheil Chinchaladze, and, in the past, he actively lobbied for laws suitable for the group 
of influential judges in the judiciary. 

The reply of the judges’ clan to criticism and response of the coalition 

of NGOs

 ¢ On December 27, against the background of suspension of examination of the 10-person list in the Parliament, 
the Council scheduled a job interview with Levan Murusidze (a judge who had considered a number of high-
profile and politically motivated cases) with the aim of appointing him to judicial office for an indefinite term. 
The civil society as well as a part of MPs and the critically-minded members of the Council assessed this act as 
the Council’s “reply to the Parliament” for the suspension of examination of the nominated candidates. 
According to Nazi Janezashvili, “By doing this, [the influential judges in the Council] are probably saying: OK, you 
are not appointing Chinchaladze, but we will appoint Murusidze, because we have the right to do so”. Finally, 
Levan Murusidze was appointed to the office for life at the Council’s session.    

 ¢ On December 28, several MPs, representatives of the civil society, and the critically-minded members of the 
Council made harsh statements in connection with Levan Murusidze’s appointment for an indefinite term. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zr7IdM0LwpI&feature=youtu.be
https://1tv.ge/news/nazi-janezashvili-uzenaesi-sasamartlos-mosamartleta-kandidatebis-sakitkhis-gadadeba-erti-win-gadadgmuli-nabijia-ar-unda-gavcherdet/
https://www.transparency.ge/en/post/civil-society-urges-parliament-stop-appointment-process-supreme-court-justiceshttps:/www.transparency.ge/en/post/civil-society-urges-parliament-stop-appointment-process-supreme-court-justices
https://netgazeti.ge/news/331645/
https://on.ge/story/31874-%E1%83%A3%E1%83%96%E1%83%94%E1%83%9C%E1%83%90%E1%83%94%E1%83%A1%E1%83%98-%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%9A%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%9B%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%9A%E1%83%94%E1%83%9D%E1%83%91%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%99%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%93%E1%83%98%E1%83%93%E1%83%90%E1%83%A2%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%9E%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9A%E1%83%90%E1%83%9B%E1%83%94%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A2%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%92%E1%83%90%E1%83%96%E1%83%90%E1%83%A4%E1%83%AE%E1%83%A3%E1%83%9A%E1%83%9D-%E1%83%A1%E1%83%94%E1%83%A1%E1%83%98%E1%83%90%E1%83%96%E1%83%94-%E1%83%92%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%98%E1%83%AE%E1%83%98%E1%83%9A%E1%83%90%E1%83%95%E1%83%94%E1%83%9C
https://www.transparency.ge/en/post/coalitions-address-parliament
https://imedinews.ge/ge/saqartvelo/91282/irakli-kobakhidze-mosamartleta-sia-ganakhldeba
https://civil.ge/ka/archives/272906
https://www.transparency.ge/en/post/corruption-risks-georgian-judiciary
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/527103-sopo-verzeuli-levan-murusizestan-gasaubreba-aris-parlamentisadmi-iusticiis-sabchos-sapasuxo-sadamsjelo-nabiji-da-axali-prontis-gaxsna
https://imedinews.ge/ge/saqartvelo/91289/ra-shepasebebi-mohkva-murusidzis-uvado-mosamartled-gantsesebas
https://civil.ge/ka/archives/272613
https://imedinews.ge/ge/saqartvelo/91289/ra-shepasebebi-mohkva-murusidzis-uvado-mosamartled-gantsesebas
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 ¢ On December 29, the Coalition for an Independent and Transparent Judiciary demanded the resignation 
of Mikheil Chinchaladze, Levan Murusidze and those members of the Council who had supported decisions 
made on the basis of clan principles. By these decisions, the Coalition meant both the December 24 decision on 
the nomination of candidates and the appointment of Levan Murusidze for an indefinite term. 

Later, protest rallies were also held with similar demands, and various petitions  and manifestos were 
created. In parallel, representatives of various political groups also expressed their protest. 

Continuation of the crisis in the parliamentary majority 

 ¢ On December 31, the then Chairperson of the Legal Issues Committee of the Parliament, Eka Beselia, 
nominated a member of her team and ally, Gedevan Popkhadze, for the position of the First Deputy Chairperson 
of the Committee, which meant that he was supposed to exercise the powers of the Chairperson after Eka Beselia’s 
resignation. The Committee supported Mr. Popkhadze’s candidacy.  

 ¢ Later, on January 3, 2019, the Georgian Dream recalled MP Gedevan Popkhadze from the Committee, after 
which he was deprived of the opportunity to exercise the powers of both the Chairperson and the First Deputy 
Chairperson. Her former team accused Eka Beselia that she had violated the Rules of Procedure of the Parliament 
by nominating Gedevan Popkhadze. 

Work on new procedures and parallel political processes  

 ¢ On January 12, the then Chairperson of the Parliament, Irakli Kobakhidze, met with Giorgi Mikautadze, 
Secretary of the Council, with the aim of collaboration. Mr. Kobakhidze made an announcement that the Parliament 
was beginning to work on the procedures and criteria for the selection of judges. 

 ¢ On January 21, one more protest rally titled “For Saving Justice” was held. The demands of the civil society 
were the same – the resignation of leaders of the judicial clan, Judges Mikheil Chinchaladze and Levan 
Murusidze, and those members of the Council who had supported decisions made on the basis of clan 
principles.

On the same day, against the background of severe public protest, the nominated candidates themselves applied 
to the Parliament and withdrew their candidacies. 

 ¢ On January 24, the Coalition held a briefing and announced that they would not take part in the work of 
the task force set up by the Parliament for elaboration of criteria and procedures. The reason for this was 
that the authorities were going to work on this issue together with those individuals who had taken part in 
the submission of the disputed 10-person list. The Coalition explained that maintaining the task force with the 
existing composition only served to superficially improve the process. In spite of this, the Coalition still submitted 
proposals and recommendations regarding the criteria and procedures for the selection of judges of the Supreme 
Court to the Chairperson of the Parliament. 

 ¢ On January 26, a conference of judges was held where the judges unanimously supported the representatives 
of the influential group of the judiciary and publicly tried to demonstrate that they were independent in their 
activity. 

 ¢ On January 27, the first meeting of the task force was held against the background of a protest rally. In the 
opinion of the organizers of the rally, the authorities, represented by then Chairperson of the Parliament, Irakli 
Kobakhidze, were going to elaborate the legislative amendments together with members of the Council and those 
representatives of the influential group of judges “who were trying to sentence the country to the presence of 
unfair and obedient judges in the Supreme Court for an indefinite term”. The Coalition didn’t take part in the 
meeting. Other participants also left the task force together with the Coalition.   

https://www.transparency.ge/en/post/high-council-justice-members-who-supported-decisions-based-clan-principles-must-resign
https://civil.ge/ka/archives/272906
https://civil.ge/ka/archives/272947
https://civil.ge/ka/archives/273607
https://www.facebook.com/pg/tigeorgia/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2402030633204865&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCWDUi3eZnZH-sUBKZDvLeheNJ5mmLDSHcoIuIWu1zMwwdUEHaagXps4EGvPVp9nW51w8Jbo7-DVdxAyj-Vf0ghbox1EVIPR3zFMd1kjgCY9VgGyQM31PGUNObIZk2oMUvwi0PF-NSxQt1jStBwasdl7KcrTbndyFLdWZo_d3BgN5Vnlg67Hvz3bctnyZRMwvVTBdr8T3lE6pJhONbbp82CKsazn4db8w6LsjVlRISzl8Or2eIXJW59qfATl6O0ygJESKyfFCFOarhAH-KaGJZwejv798KoejnjVsvrgVljdJ5dx3LjaXUHN9uFPRTB1vxmRvxZGY0&__tn__=H-R
http://www.tabula.ge/ge/story/143133-mosamartleebi-mimartaven-parlaments-aghar-gagrdzeldes-mati-kandidaturebis-ganxilva
http://liberali.ge/news/view/42666/uzenaesis-mosamartleebis-temaze-parlamentis-samushao-jgufshi-NGOebi-ar-shevlen
https://www.transparency.ge/en/post/recommendations-regarding-criteria-and-procedures-selection-supreme-court-justices
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=370774046805692
https://www.facebook.com/events/245204796407810/
https://1tv.ge/news/sasamartlos-temaze-momushave-jgufi-nacionalurma-modzraobam-ana-dolidzem-da-nazi-janezashvilma-datoves/
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 ¢ Later at night on January 27, sex tapes of a member of the Parliament of Georgia who actively opposed 
the election of members of the clan to the Supreme Court were uploaded to the Internet. The MP related the 
foregoing to personal revenge. 

 ¢ On February 5, the Political Board of the Georgian Dream issued a statement in which, among other issues, 
they openly supported the decision of the influential group of judges regarding the nomination of the judicial 
candidates for the Supreme Court. 

 ¢ On February 11, TI Georgia organized a discussion titled “How to Save the Judicial System”, which involved a 
broad public and united various actors around a single problem. The meeting was attended by representatives 
of the civil society, the Public Defender, representatives of international missions, politicians, journalists, 
representatives of business associations, lawyers, representatives of academic circles, civic activists, and other 
groups.  

 ¢ On February 15, in a situation where the draft law prepared by the authorities didn’t have a single ally within 
the country, the then Chairperson of the Parliament, Irakli Kobakhidze, after meeting with international partners, 
stated that the international partners had approved of the document and noted that the authorities were “on a 
right path”. Later, various actors interested in the issue of judiciary responded to this fact and sent an open letter 
to the heads of the diplomatic missions. In the letter, they asked the diplomatic missions to assess the results of 
the judicial reform once again, noting that they remained hopeful that the diplomats had not expressed support 
for the draft law at the meeting. 

 ¢ On February 16, one more petition was created to “save justice”. The demands of the public remained the 
same, with the main demand still being the resignation of Judges Mikheil Chinchaladze and Levan Murusidze, 
who had become symbols of injustice, and those members of the Council who had supported decisions made on 
the basis of clan principles.

 ¢ On February 21, MP Eka Beselia stated in her speech at the plenary session that Irakli Kobakhidze was not 
a “decent chairperson of the Parliament” and that the MPs should have protected the dignity of the Constitution 
when “they sent us ‘cue notes’ about the articles that dealt with judges”. Eka Beselia stated that the Chairperson 
of the Parliament had not dared oppose the judges in the final week of December. According to her, it was 
Irakli Kobakhidze who had demanded that the 10-person list of the nominated candidates be considered in an 
accelerated manner in December. 

At the plenary session, the ruling team didn’t support the draft law submitted by MP Eka Beselia, by which she 
demanded the suspension of election of judges for life. Due to this, Beselia left the Georgian Dream. After this, 
other MPs also started to gradually leave the parliamentary majority. Ultimately, the Georgian Dream party lost 
the constitutional majority in the Parliament against the background of the ongoing developments.

 ¢ On February 22, the Coalition got involved in the work of the task force on the judicial reform again, as the 
authorities had decided to change its format. At the meeting, the Coalition raised five pivotal issues, which, in 
their opinion, would create the prospects of selecting judicial candidates in a relatively fair environment and 
weaken the risks of nomination of candidates in the Parliament only by one interest group. Irakli Kobakhidze, 
who was in charge of the task force, failed to demonstrate readiness to take any of these issues into consideration, 
due to which the Coalition left the task force again. It is noteworthy that the authors of the draft law were still 
compelled to reflect a part of the issues raised by the Coalition in the draft law after the recommendations of the 
Venice Commission. 

 ¢ On February 26, a number of lawyers launched the “Challenge Murusidze” campaign. According to them, this 
demand also pertained to other “odious” judges, including Mikheil Chinchaladze, for example.

 ¢ On March 6, MPs Eka Beselia, Levan Gogichaishvili, and Gedevan Popkhadze filed a disciplinary complaint 
against judge members of the High Council of Justice, Sergo Metopishvili and Dimitri Gvritishvili. The authors 
of the complaint stated that statements of the judges had a clearly political content,1 which was unsuitable for a 
judge’s activity.   

1 Since the developments of December 24, members of the Council, especially Sergo Metopishvili and Dimitri Gvritishvili, 
have expressed their political, and unethical, views in relation to certain MPs, representatives of NGOs, and non-judge members of 
the Council, Nazi Janezashvili and Ana Dolidze, on several occasions.  

https://www.interpressnews.ge/en/article/100507-political-board-of-georgian-dream-democratic-georgia-releases-statement/
https://www.facebook.com/tigeorgia/videos/296984017672845/?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCr295_jNZYnjeeNZBWJH_9GSvBaUG8kItNXTzJNbczjIsrYn7196YkP1_K8H9KdGTro8a5VhLlLih8KILlxYP3tvgsM2OqL_N1iTS0lv1pf3SwdMCQfICmaaUS2pVcWy5KCdtEhqLc2MRg7xndB33qBINNBEmYwIv8ieoEpJSkuox-DeOAPmYhYva5qHeZZ-v5YDdsQQ08CUzA7-yRzBB7BuoJKK778Ss6dnwKUHBVE8Cr63o0O6cpguJM82RoPhanQDs9QGDS-SEiTYccCltkQgAh2VzFFC_Xv9SE8EnF1yQw5G98pa3ms3NFq2LjrFSFfc3yATh6iMnBY7kjuHsVPpMsZtkNUw&__tn__=H-R
http://parliament.ge/en/parlamentarebi/chairman/chairmannews/irakli-kobaxidze-uzenaesi-sasamartlos-mosamartleobis-kandidatebis-sherchevis-procedurasa-da-kriteriumebtan-dakavshirebuli-kanonproeqtis-monaxazis-shesaxeb-aginishna-rom-swori-mimartulebit-mivdiva
https://www.transparency.ge/en/post/open-letter-diplomatic-missions
https://netgazeti.ge/news/342554/?fbclid=IwAR2LX_7uIbQ7FKN72cozAHGw0SLDIb7JLy-Fd7wiFfpd6cAlLHhrEwXaFP8
https://on.ge/story/34096-%E1%83%91%E1%83%94%E1%83%A1%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98%E1%83%90-%E1%83%99%E1%83%9D%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A1%E1%83%A2%E1%83%98%E1%83%A2%E1%83%A3%E1%83%AA%E1%83%98%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%A6%E1%83%98%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A1%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%90-%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90%E1%83%A8%E1%83%98%E1%83%9C-%E1%83%A3%E1%83%9C%E1%83%93%E1%83%90-%E1%83%93%E1%83%90%E1%83%92%E1%83%95%E1%83%94%E1%83%AA%E1%83%95%E1%83%90-%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%AA%E1%83%90-%E1%83%A8%E1%83%9E%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%92%E1%83%90%E1%83%9A%E1%83%99%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%98-%E1%83%9B%E1%83%9D%E1%83%93%E1%83%98%E1%83%9D%E1%83%93%E1%83%90-%E1%83%98%E1%83%9B-%E1%83%9B%E1%83%A3%E1%83%AE%E1%83%9A%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%A8%E1%83%98-%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%9B%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98%E1%83%AA-%E1%83%9B%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%9A%E1%83%94%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%94%E1%83%AE%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%90
https://on.ge/story/34096-%E1%83%91%E1%83%94%E1%83%A1%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98%E1%83%90-%E1%83%99%E1%83%9D%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A1%E1%83%A2%E1%83%98%E1%83%A2%E1%83%A3%E1%83%AA%E1%83%98%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%A6%E1%83%98%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A1%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%90-%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90%E1%83%A8%E1%83%98%E1%83%9C-%E1%83%A3%E1%83%9C%E1%83%93%E1%83%90-%E1%83%93%E1%83%90%E1%83%92%E1%83%95%E1%83%94%E1%83%AA%E1%83%95%E1%83%90-%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%AA%E1%83%90-%E1%83%A8%E1%83%9E%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%92%E1%83%90%E1%83%9A%E1%83%99%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%98-%E1%83%9B%E1%83%9D%E1%83%93%E1%83%98%E1%83%9D%E1%83%93%E1%83%90-%E1%83%98%E1%83%9B-%E1%83%9B%E1%83%A3%E1%83%AE%E1%83%9A%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%A8%E1%83%98-%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%9B%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98%E1%83%AA-%E1%83%9B%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%9A%E1%83%94%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%94%E1%83%AE%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%90
http://www.tabula.ge/ge/story/142515-beselias-tqmit-irakli-kobaxidze-mosamartleta-siis-dachqarebul-ganxilvas-itxovda
https://civil.ge/ka/archives/277504
https://civil.ge/ka/archives/277591
https://civil.ge/ka/archives/277688
http://www.tabula.ge/ge/story/144758-qartulma-ocnebam-sakonstitucio-umravlesoba-dakarga
https://on.ge/story/34157-%E1%83%99%E1%83%9D%E1%83%90%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98%E1%83%AA%E1%83%98%E1%83%90%E1%83%9B-%E1%83%9B%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%9A%E1%83%94%E1%83%97%E1%83%90-%E1%83%A8%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A9%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%99%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98%E1%83%A2%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98%E1%83%A3%E1%83%9B%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%96%E1%83%94-%E1%83%A8%E1%83%94%E1%83%A5%E1%83%9B%E1%83%9C%E1%83%98%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98-%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%9B%E1%83%A3%E1%83%A8%E1%83%90%E1%83%9D-%E1%83%AF%E1%83%92%E1%83%A3%E1%83%A4%E1%83%98-%E1%83%93%E1%83%90%E1%83%A2%E1%83%9D%E1%83%95%E1%83%90
https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/29791983.html
http://www.tabula.ge/ge/story/145335-3-ma-deputatma-metofishvilisa-da-gvritishvilis-tsinaaghmdeg-sachivrit-iusticiis-sabchos
https://www.facebook.com/sergo.metopishvili/posts/2005455516190863
https://www.facebook.com/Gvritishviliofficial/posts/1106280549548051?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBpIKciVCvuT4NZPnQqigsme9zp_5eOZyxqL6CUAc4W84qnbSgUKbP0VAHeIVmpJh33iJYgACHdDV3cJ-XZSE992oAgz2whqKZqLpKeNT4PYRcIec0YB7_5zR4yLsf8ufq5nB-vtMvUJjBSkVbNTje4ckP8CMgaa6Qxt8pa45YVoa1cfmjwtDNaDjBmxwD1afnDjeS9AZMo6obc2ymnca5Pjn9RWSY_oukJOWEemAGxMc16_l9JY93P5Ql4nerfYEVcSl4Al3oUkrQq9suEqQe9BVbXCT7_VCKDy91Ngr0Cfmx41XGSMJR-rH_NrAl2swq-u0O_vWAa5ibWjP3En77R1w&__tn__=-R
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 ¢ From March 6 to March 11, the Parliament of Georgia registered draft laws regarding the procedure 
of selection of judges of the Supreme Court, which had been initiated independently by Eka Beselia, Irakli 
Kobakhidze, and European Georgia. Non-judge members of the High Council of Justice, Nazi Janezashvili and Ana 
Dolidze, submitted a legislative proposal on the same topic to the Parliament. One more non-judge member of the 
Council, Irma Gelashvili, also sent her opinions to the task force.  

! You can see the differences between the draft laws submitted by the MPs at the following web address: 
https://bit.ly/2XPWNJz

 ¢ On March 20, the parliamentary majority passed the amendments to the Law on Common Courts without 
waiting for the recommendations and opinions of the Venice Commission regarding this issue. The committee 
hearings about the draft law took place against the background of heated discussions and criticism.

 ¢ On March 25, the Coalition for an Independent and Transparent Judiciary sent a letter regarding the draft 
law on selection of judges of the Supreme Court to the Venice Commission and the OSCE Office for Democratic 
Institutions and Human Rights (OSCE/ODIHR), assessing the draft law as harmful for the judiciary branch of 
government. 

 ¢ On April 16, the Venice Commission issued an opinion on the draft law prepared by the staff of the Chairperson 
of the Parliament, which took account of almost all the main recommendations of the civil society sector.  

 ¢ On May 1, the Parliament finally passed the draft law, which failed to take account of a considerable part of 
the recommendations of the Venice Commission, with 87 votes against 33 in the third reading. The draft law 
did reflect the part of the recommendations in which the Venice Commission pointed to the need to abolish the 
judicial qualification examinations for candidates. 

 ¢ On May 3, the EU Ambassador to Georgia, Carl Hartzell, made a statement in which he assessed the Parliament’s 
giving so little time to the recommendations of the Venice Commission as a “missed opportunity”.  

Ultimately, the process conducted by the authorities and the disregard for a large part of the recommendations of 
the Venice Commission have caused a considerable damage to the country’s reputation. 

https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/%E1%83%A0%E1%83%90-%E1%83%A8%E1%83%94%E1%83%AA%E1%83%95%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%99%E1%83%9A%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%AB%E1%83%90%E1%83%9A%E1%83%90%E1%83%A3%E1%83%A4%E1%83%9A%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%90%E1%83%A1-/29817383.html
http://liberali.ge/news/view/42461/janezashvilma-da-dolidzem-parlamentshi-5punqtiani-sakanonmdeblo-tsinadadeba-daaregistrires
https://civil.ge/ka/archives/280000
https://www.facebook.com/pg/tigeorgia/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2514616488612945&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAS_hFMWnQaE8cv8w6mZOQ9qsqzJnIIfnLhgd2B2i9C1-PpPDRhIRUgM0bW3_hS3MsUPpLqyeFPYsyxXfcbsFOYJR8lb4A8lxTNIZb22Ryu27wkUX6yNShSQ3rnS3RoiH61G_nePqmt0HR9bttTdfOJ1xMXWWPhaLSyJ4aB8MmXGw_F795_i1JLJgCuMSF4jmSQ0yTXXg0juEPr2KBu4Jh9kGTI8bjyOxLZxNLYO1ZmR9qu9kNTTGjRADs49fGKRioDHTAMq7BY8dgmmaqQKOKHnHKWWDxYbj_VMt1G3K5R-4zGxs_B6JjnSsK9_zkgFEuLjzRyevY&__tn__=H-R
http://coalition.ge/index.php?article_id=204&clang=1
http://bit.ly/2PhmHiD
http://parliament.ge/en/saparlamento-saqmianoba/plenaruli-sxdomebi/plenaruli-sxdomebi_news/parlamentma-87-xmit-saerto-sasamartloebis-shesaxeb-saqartvelos-organul-kanonshi-cvlilebebi-mesame-mosmenit-miigo.page
https://www.transparency.ge/en/post/coalition-assessing-new-rules-nomination-and-selection-supreme-court-justices
https://netgazeti.ge/news/361166/
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Beginning of the competition in the Council 

 ¢ On May 11, the competition for selection of judges of the Supreme Court got under way.

 ¢ On June 7, the Council registered 139 judicial candidates for the Supreme Court. In spite of the fact that, according 
to the law, the information about the candidates was supposed to be public from the moment of registration, the 
Council refused to provide this information to NGOs TI Georgia and Open Society Georgia Foundation. The list of 
candidates included a number of individuals whose past activities raised certain questions. One of the candidates 
was the current Prosecutor General, Shalva Tadumadze. Doubts were expressed about him that the authorities 
might be preparing him for the position of the Chairman of the Supreme Court. 

 ¢ On June 20, the Coalition for an Independent and Transparent Judiciary demanded the recusal of two 
members of the Council from the next stages of selection of judges of the Supreme Court. The Coalition deemed 
that, as it had become evident that a judge member of the Council, Tamar Oniani, and one of the candidates, 
Zurab Aznaurashvili, were relatives, Tamar Oniani was supposed to recuse herself from the selection process 
on the grounds of conflict of interest. As for the second member of the Council, Zaza Kharebva, his candidacy 
had been nominated in the Parliament in an essential violation of law, which was an obvious pre-condition for 
the termination of his authority. Accordingly, in the opinion of the Coalition, Zaza Kharebava was supposed to 
voluntarily abstain from engaging in all review and voting procedures in the Council. Ultimately, none of them 
recused themselves from the selection process.  

 ¢ On June 28, the Public Defender evaluated the process of selection of judges of the Supreme Court and pointed 
out important violations. In the opinion of the Public Defender, suspicious coincidences had been discovered in 
the ballot papers at the stage of secret voting, which gave rise to certain questions. Another problem mentioned 
by the Ombudsman was that the High Council of Justice had refused to provide TI Georgia with the information 
that the candidates had submitted to the Council as part of the competition. The Public Defender issued a 
recommendation to make this information public. 

 ¢ On July 11, non-judge members of the Council, Ana Dolidze and Nazi Janezashvili, demanded the termination 
of the selection process of judges of the Supreme Court and announcement of the competition anew because of 
important violations. The main violations referred to by the members of the Council were the Council’s refusal 
to provide NGOs with public information about candidates, which is a requirement of law, and the suspicious 
coincidences which, according to the Public Defender, had been discovered in the ballot papers of 50 candidates 
selected secretly by the Council. 

 ¢ On July 12, the Council made a decision to issue the public information after they had listened to representatives 
of the Public Defender’ Office, the State Inspector’s Service, and NGOs. Intil that time, the Council, despite a 
number of demands, had refused to issue the information about the candidates on the grounds of protection of 
personal data.   

The process of interviewing the candidates in the Council 

 ¢ On July 17, in parallel with the start of the stage of interviews, the Coalition for an Independent and 
Transparent Judiciary assessed the ongoing process. In the opinion of the Coalition, the process was proceeding 
with significant violations. The problems identified included: cases of conflict of interest; participation of an 
unauthorized member of the Council, Zaza Kharebava, in the selection process; management of the Council staff 
by Giorgi Mikautadze; suspicious coincidences identified in the ballot papers at the time of the first secret voting; 
and delay in the decision to issue the information about candidates. 

 ¢ On July 19, two members of the Council, Nazi Janezashvili and Ana Dolidze, left the process of the interviews 
in protest, because the interviews continued after the end of the working hours. They explained their decision by 
the fact that the Council was trying to interview the candidates in an accelerated manner in order to submit the 
list to the Parliament in August. The interviews lasted for about 10-11 hours a day. The process went on without 
interruption, with only short breaks, which ultimately made the work difficult for members and the staff of the 
Council as well as for representatives of monitoring organizations. 

http://hcoj.gov.ge/ge/daitsko-ganatskhadebis-migheba/3430
http://hcoj.gov.ge/ge/iustitsiis-umaghlesma-sabchom-uzenaesi-sasamartlos-mosamartleobis-msurvelebi-kandidatebad-daaregistrira/3445
https://on.ge/story/38480-%E1%83%A3%E1%83%96%E1%83%94%E1%83%9C%E1%83%90%E1%83%94%E1%83%A1%E1%83%98-%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%9A%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%9B%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%9A%E1%83%94%E1%83%9D%E1%83%91%E1%83%90-144-%E1%83%9E%E1%83%98%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%A1%E1%83%A3%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A1
http://www.tabula.ge/ge/story/149717-uzenaesis-mosamartleoba-144-pirs-surs-mat-shoris-generalur-prokurors-shalva-tadumadzes
https://www.myvideo.ge/v/3801197
https://www.transparency.ge/en/post/coalition-calls-recusal-two-members-high-council-justice-next-stages-selection-supreme-court
http://www.ombudsman.ge/eng/akhali-ambebi/sakhalkho-damtsveli-ekhmianeba-uzenaesi-sasamartlos-mosamartleebis-sherchevis-mimdinare-protsess
http://www.ombudsman.ge/res/docs/2019062811535019099.pdf
https://netgazeti.ge/news/379860/
http://hcoj.gov.ge/ge/iustitsiis-umaghlesi-sabchos-gadatskvetileba/3475
https://www.transparency.ge/en/post/coalition-assessing-ongoing-process-selection-supreme-court-judicial-candidates
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/557012-iusticiis-sabchoshi-mosamartleobis-kandidattan-gasaubrebis-procesi-ana-dolizem-da-nazi-janezashvilma-protestis-nishnad-datoves/
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 ¢ On July 24, the Coalition for an Independent and Transparent Judiciary released a statement about cases of 
gender inequality and indirect discrimination at the High Council of Justice. Specifically, the Council’s practice 
of interviewing judicial candidates with an unfixed schedule constituted indirect discrimination of female judge 
members of the Council.  

 ¢ On August 15, the Council interviewed the last candidate, and the process of interviews was completed. 

 ¢ On August 16, two members of the Council, Nazi Janezashvili and Ana Dolidze, brought a scale model of the 
building of the Supreme Court in front of the Council’s office and held a briefing-performance. By doing so, they 
protested against the superficiality and falseness of the process underway at the Council. 

 ¢ On September 4, the Council put 48 candidates to vote2 using a secret ballot voting procedure and, ultimately, 
approved a 20-person list to be submitted to the Parliament. One of the members of the Council, Ana Dolidze, 
didn’t take part in the voting. 

 ¢ On September 12, the Coalition for an Independent and Transparent Judiciary assessed the process of selection 
of the Supreme Court judges that had taken place at the Council. In the opinion of the Coalition, the analysis 
of developments that had unfolded and the nomination of predictable candidates showed that the process had 
mostly been formalistic and had not been directed at solving grave the problems of the justice system. 

In addition to the shortcomings observed before, according to the Coalition, the process of interviews was 
also fraught with deficiencies. Other problems identified by the Coalition included verbal attacks of influential 
judges of the Council against two non-judge members of the Council, Nazi Janezashvili and Ana Dolidze, who had 
asked critical questions; answers given by the candidates; and attempts of some members of the Council to help 
candidates by giving hints or suggesting answers. The Coalition gave an unequivocally positive assessment to 
the transparency of the process of interviews, as it had enabled the public to clearly see the real situation in the 
judicial system. 

A particularly important problem identified by the Coalition was that, at the stage of elaborating the legislation, 
the authorities had failed to demonstrate a political will to create as competitive an environment as possible for 
the competition and to make it possible to nominate the most qualified candidates in the Parliament. Finally, 
under the existing defective legislation, it had become possible to form a list that was mainly in the interests of 
the influential group in the judiciary and the authorities.  

2	 Two	of	the	50	candidates	selected	as	a	result	of	the	first	secret	vote	withdrew	their	candidacies.	

https://www.transparency.ge/en/post/statement-cases-gender-inequality-and-indirect-discrimination-high-council-justice-hcoj
https://1tv.ge/news/iusticiis-umaghles-sabchoshi-uzenaesi-sasamartlos-mosamartleobis-kandidat-gocha-jeiranashvils-usmenen/
https://netgazeti.ge/news/387223/
http://coalition.ge/index.php?article_id=215&clang=1
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=452836802318004
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Ultimately, the following 20-person list was submitted to the Parliament:

 ¢ On September 13, the OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR), which had 
been monitoring the process underway in the Council, released a report. The report mainly concurred with the 
assessments of the Coalition and was sharply critical of the process that had taken place in the Council. The 
document included the issues of conflict of interest and the Council’s failure to substantiate its decisions, which, 
according to the report, could even have caused the violation of the right to a fair trial. 

 ¢ On September 17, the Open Society Georgia Foundation published individual portfolios of the judicial 
candidates for the Supreme Court, which were later distributed to members of the Legal Issues Committee of the 
Parliament. 

 ¢ On September 19, the influential group within the Council severely criticized the OSCE report.   

 ¢ On September 22, TI Georgia published the biographical data of the candidates. 

https://www.osce.org/odihr/429488?download=true
https://civil.ge/ka/archives/319905
https://osgf.ge/en/publication/portfolios-of-supreme-court-judicial-candidates/
http://hcoj.gov.ge/ge/shenishvnebi-demokratiuli-institutebisa-da-adamianis-uflebebis-ofisis-odihr-mier-2019-tslis-9-seqtembers-gamoqveknebul-angarishze/3520
https://www.transparency.ge/en/blog/biographies-supreme-court-judicial-candidates
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The process of interviewing the candidates in the Parliament and 
parallel developments

 ¢ On September 23, the process of interviewing the judicial candidates for the Supreme Court resumed, this 
time in the Parliament. On the same day, the Parliament demanded that, before the voting, certain candidates, 
including Shalva Tadumadze, submit information confirming the correspondence of their law diplomas with 
statutory requirements.3

 ¢ On September 25, co-rapporteurs of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE) expressed 
concern about the process of selection of judges that had taken place in the Council, noting that now the 
Parliament had a unique opportunity to rectify the shortcomings in this process. They also expressed hope that, 
out of the 20-person list, the Parliament would only appoint the minimum number of judges needed to ensure 
the proper functioning of the Supreme Court. The authors of the statement also underlined those shortcomings 
in the process that had taken place in the Council, the failure to provide reasoned decisions, the obvious conflict 
of interest, and the lack of uniform criteria.   

 ¢ On September 30, the influential group within the Council severely criticized the assessment of the PACE, 
noting that the criticism in the document was not substantiated.   

 ¢ On October 7, TI Georgia released a statement, indicating that there were certain questions regarding the 
authenticity of the law diploma of Shalva Tadumadze, one of the candidates and the incumbent Prosecutor 
General. Specifically, it was unclear how Mr. Tadumadze had managed to get admitted in 1993 to a university 
which was established in 1994. This issue was also included in the portfolio prepared by the Open Society Georgia 
Foundation. Later, during the interview, Shalva Tadumadze made certain explanations about this issue, though he 
failed to provide answers to the existing questions, which was responded to by the Coalition for an Independent 
and Transparent Judiciary. 

 ¢ On October 8, the Public Defender presented the Monitoring Report on the Selection of Supreme Court Judicial 
Candidates by the High Council of Justice of Georgia. Together with a number of problems, the report dealt with 
the three candidates who could not prove that they held university degrees required by law. These candidates 
were Zaza Tavadze, Shalva Tadumadze, and Miranda Eremadze. 

 ¢ On November 8, hearings of the candidates at the Parliament were completed. We should give an 
unequivocally positive assessment to the format of the interviews conducted at the Parliament, where both MPs 
and representatives of academic circles, the Bar Association, the Coalition, and the Public Defender were given an 
opportunity to ask critical questions to candidates during the time allotted to them. It was also important for the 
openness of the process that the interviews were aired live.  

 ¢ On November 11, the Public Defender filed a constitutional claim in the Constitutional Court with regard to 
unconstitutionality of the procedure of selection of judicial candidates for the Supreme Court, demanding the 
suspension of the disputed norms. 

 ¢ On November 22, one of the candidates and the incumbent Chairman of the Constitutional Court, Zaza 
Tavadze, sent a letter to the Parliament, asking the legislative body to postpone the vote on his candidacy, citing 
the failure to establish the equivalence of his education with a master’s degree as the reason. Later, he refused to 
participate in the competition altogether.  

 ¢ On December 3, Ana Dolidze, a non-judge member of the High Council of Justice, together with like-minded 
individuals, held a rally-performance titled “Vote down the list” in front of the Parliament and presented to MPs 
11 reasons for which they were supposed to vote down the candidates.

3  The Chairman of the Supreme Court, Zaza Tavadze, whose diploma raised questions, withdrew his candidacy before 
the	voting.	As	for	the	former	Prosecutor	General,	Shalva	Tadumadze	was	elected	to	the	Supreme	Court	without	confirmation	of	
correspondence of his education degree with law. 

http://www.tabula.ge/ge/story/156144-parlamentshi-uzenaesi-sasamartlos-uvado-mosamartleobis-kandidatebtan-gasaubreba-itskeba
http://parliament.ge/ge/saparlamento-saqmianoba/komitetebi/iuridiul-sakitxta-komiteti-146/komitetis-saqmianoba-iuridiuli/komitetis-sxdomebi1112/sxdomis-oqmi-n184iuridiuli230919.page
https://on.ge/story/43801-%E1%83%9E%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9A%E1%83%90%E1%83%9B%E1%83%94%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A2%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%A8%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A1%E1%83%98-%E1%83%90%E1%83%A5%E1%83%95%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%9B%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%9A%E1%83%94%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%A8%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A9%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%93%E1%83%90%E1%83%A8%E1%83%95%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%A3%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98-%E1%83%AE%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%95%E1%83%94%E1%83%96%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%98-%E1%83%92%E1%83%90%E1%83%9B%E1%83%9D%E1%83%90%E1%83%A1%E1%83%AC%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A1-pace
http://assembly.coe.int/nw/xml/News/News-View-EN.asp?newsid=7626&lang=2&cat=3
http://hcoj.gov.ge/ge/mosazrebebi-evropis-sabchos-saparlamento-asambleis-monitoringis-djgufis-angarishze/3523
https://www.transparency.ge/en/blog/questions-concerning-authenticity-tadumadzes-diploma-must-be-answered
https://www.transparency.ge/en/post/prosecutor-generals-diploma-still-raises-questions
http://www.ombudsman.ge/eng/spetsialuri-angarishebi/191017103837sakartvelos-uzenaesi-sasamartlos-mosamartleobis-kandidatebis-iustitsiis-umaghlesi-sabchos-mier-sherchevis-monitoringis-angarishi
https://civil.ge/ka/archives/325657
https://www.facebook.com/OmbudsmanofGeorgia/videos/568740893894187/?v=568740893894187
https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/30286894.html
https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/30302810.html
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/575561-ana-dolize-deputatebistvis-im-mizezebis-cardgenas-apirebda-ris-gamoc-parlamentma-mosamartleebis-sia-unda-chaagdos-tumca-parlamentshi-ar-sheushves/
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 ¢ On December 12, TI Georgia responded to the issue of the Prosecutor General’s diploma again. As a result 
of examination of additional documents, the organization found out that the authenticity of Shalva Tadumadze’s 
diploma still could not be confirmed. 

Voting in the Parliament  

 ¢ On December 12, voting on the judicial candidates began in the Legal Issues Committee of the Parliament. 
The process was accompanied by grave violations. Several MPs demanded an opportunity to make a speech 
and to evaluate the candidates, though the Chairperson didn’t let them do so. In parallel, a technical break was 
announced at the session, during which journalists were forcibly made to leave the hall and were restricted 
in carrying out their professional activities without any legal grounds. After the session was resumed, the MPs 
were allowed to make assessments, which was followed by a vote. The Legal Issues Committee supported 14 
candidates.

The plenary session was also scheduled quickly on the same day. The session was interrupted due to pouring 
of an unidentified substance in the session hall. As it was found out later, the solution was poured by members 
of the civic movement “In the Country’s Service” as a sign of protest. According to the Parliament, “five people 
were harmed“ as a result of pouring of this substance, while the organizers of the protest act explained that the 
solution was “completely harmless and safe”. An investigation was also launched in connection with this incident 
under the article of intentional infliction of grave injury. Several MPs from the parliamentary majority assessed 
this incident as a “chemical attack” and a “terrorist act”. 

Later, the plenary session was resumed and the judicial candidates for the Supreme Court were finally put to a 
vote. The MPs supported the appointment of precisely those 14 candidates for an indefinite term whom the Legal 
Issues Committee had recommended.  

Ultimately, the following candidates were appointed as judges of the Supreme Court: 

The vast majority of the appointed 14 judges are perceived to be implementing the interests of the influential 
judges in the judiciary or those of the authorities. 

https://www.transparency.ge/en/blog/authenticity-incumbent-prosecutor-generals-law-diploma-could-not-be-verified
https://civil.ge/ka/archives/331247
https://1tv.ge/news/archil-talakvadze-chven-vnakhet-savaraudod-qimiuri-sheteva-parlamentze/
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Severe criticism by international partners 

The one-year-long selection process conducted by the authorities and the High Council of Justice and its outcome 
have caused a considerable damage to the country’s reputation, including in the eyes of Georgia’s international 
partners. The appointment of the 14 judges was followed by a number of critical assessments. 

The U.S. Embassy:

“The hearings for the nominees in the Parliament’s Legal Committee were open and transparent. During 
the hearings, a number of candidates were unable to demonstrate sufficiently their legal expertise or a 
commitment to impartiality. We regret the list of candidates approved in Parliament today includes such 
nominees.”

The European Union (EU):

“The selection procedure did not adhere to all recommendations made by the Venice Commission and was 
characterised by key shortcomings, including a lack of transparency that undermines a genuinely merit-based 
nomination process. A number of the appointed candidates do not enjoy broad public trust, as was obvious 
in the course of the selection process. While the hearings carried out in the Parliament were transparent, 
more efforts should have been devoted to justify the choice of candidates ahead of the final vote.

Georgia’s commitment to uphold the highest standards of ethics and integrity in its judiciary remains key for 
the credibility of the judiciary in the eyes of the Georgian citizens and for the advancement of the EU-Georgia 
agenda. .”

The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE): 

“We now see that the parliament has appointed 14 out of 19 candidates, without proper reasoning and 
reportedly including persons who have not demonstrated during the selection process that they have the 
legal knowledge and independence required for such an important position. This can only be deplored.”

The OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (OSCE/ODIHR):

“While legal reforms regulating the appointment of Supreme Court judges in Georgia are an important step 
toward improving the independence of the judiciary, they fail to ensure an impartial process based on clearly 
defined and objective criteria without the influence of partisan politics… 

[...]Despite some positive aspects, their overall assessment found that neither the HCJ nor the parliament 
took sufficient measures to ensure objectivity, fairness, or consistency during the selection process.”

Letter of U.S. Senator, Roger Wicker, to the Prime Minister of Georgia, Giorgi Gakharia:

“Georgian Dream’s unilateral appointment of 14 judges to life terms on the Supreme Court last week, despite 
serious questions about some of their legal qualifications, further undercuts public trust in the rule of law.”

https://www.facebook.com/usingeo/posts/10157767343037954?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDnRb_WiEFvqoV27mBOpFiNfrSCwEi7qRPdgASFr4WV9CIrNlmEICdqLoiuuczM2US7Jpjr-KsSwqQm-LgAFci3DzM6du2Oak4dWDGJmUK-8a_uw3VFK0tAThGLUZQ4emz35RHfaoZMCkYQ82u0bRkEuuJ9oyJWdT5HcMN2lzd9oelRw12yn0BYM0LqurR38QuR5jsY7XfhqUBSnaE4H6YkqHSG01hoH89vLRZhLtswMicssbDx0HlbOhgPfVOr39fzOA_ITgXw9GSs9VO2KQvumyqokUrnJy8RLpB2nycGJPu59vq0X0fbxegfC833HYQ7gq9dbvAG&__tn__=H-R
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage_en/72068/Statement by the Spokesperson on the appointment of judges to the Supreme Court of Georgia
http://assembly.coe.int/nw/xml/News/News-View-EN.asp?newsid=7737&lang=2&cat=3&fbclid=IwAR1f8xFEBlYeKxjipIWhFaTQHDRMujkl7bzWEVyAPSrBhjEWyGSM22JwfQs
https://www.osce.org/odihr/443500
https://on.ge/story/49318-%E1%83%9E%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9E%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A0%E1%83%AA%E1%83%98%E1%83%A3%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98-%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A9%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%9C%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%98-%E1%83%9E%E1%83%9D%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98%E1%83%A2%E1%83%98%E1%83%99%E1%83%A3%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98-%E1%83%93%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%9C%E1%83%90-%E1%83%A3%E1%83%96%E1%83%94%E1%83%9C%E1%83%90%E1%83%94%E1%83%A1%E1%83%98-%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%97%E1%83%9A%E1%83%9D-%E1%83%B0%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%A1%E1%83%98%E1%83%9C%E1%83%99%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%A1%E1%83%94%E1%83%9C%E1%83%90%E1%83%A2%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%AC%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98
https://netgazeti.ge/news/423275/?fbclid=IwAR14pPgnpFTbCR0WJ3tmfKPzTw-ORzzQAAQjNHAvzkq4oDPXnq34maHDpPk
https://netgazeti.ge/news/423275/?fbclid=IwAR14pPgnpFTbCR0WJ3tmfKPzTw-ORzzQAAQjNHAvzkq4oDPXnq34maHDpPk
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Letter of U.S. Senators, James Risch and Jeanne Shaheen, to the Prime Minister of Georgia, Giorgi Gakharia:

“We are particularly concerned that the independence of Georgia’s judicial system is being undermined by 
the appointment of 14 new Supreme Court justices for lifetime tenures before their qualifications were fully 
evaluated, as noted in the January 2020 Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe monitoring 
report. Installing political allies into the highest court, instead of impartial judges with robust credentials, 
undermines the very democratic institutions that have made Georgia the envy of the region.”

Summary 
With the vote in the Parliament, the one-year-long difficult process of selection of judges of the Supreme Court 
was over. Ultimately, the Parliament elected 14 judges for an indefinite term through a competition that had been 
announced for 20 vacancies. The vast majority of the elected judges are thought to be implementing the interests of 
the influential judges in the judiciary or those of the authorities. It was particularly disturbing that the incumbent 
Prosecutor General, Shalva Tadumadze, was elected to the judicial office without the Parliament having studied 
the authenticity of his diploma. The same three individuals4 who had been included in the problematic 10-person 
list in December 2018 were also appointed to the Supreme Court. Even such candidates were ultimately elected 
to the Supreme Court who, as shown by the interviews with them, didn’t meet the minimum requirements of 
competence, to say nothing of competence sufficient for the Supreme Court. 

The final results have shown that the goal of the authorities was not to fill the vacancies in the Supreme Court 
with conscientious and qualified judges. In reality, the process of selection of judges had a formal character. The 
authorities failed to adopt legislation that would be in line with international practice, which made it easier for the 
parliamentary majority to achieve a result planned in advance by means of the selection process. Ultimately, the 
Supreme Court was mainly staffed with judges who had been lobbied for by the authorities, not with applicants with 
high qualifications. Due to all this, the process was criticized by both local NGOs and international organizations. 
The process of selection of judges of the Supreme Court also received clearly negative assessments by Georgia’s 
friend countries. The said process is going to further decrease trust in the judiciary. Due to shortcomings in the 
norms regulating the selection process, partisan interests involved in the process, low qualifications of judges, 
and other problematic issues, this process may even lose legitimacy, which may, in the future, subject the Supreme 
Court, as well as the entire judicial system, to reforms, grave systemic interventions, in-depth changes, and hefty 
processes in general.  

4  Judges: Giorgi Mikautadze, Nino Kadagidze, and Merab Gabinashvili 

https://netgazeti.ge/news/423275/?fbclid=IwAR14pPgnpFTbCR0WJ3tmfKPzTw-ORzzQAAQjNHAvzkq4oDPXnq34maHDpPk

